
 

Part Number: 1600-0247 

Description: LED Torch 

Future T350FR 

Professional aluminium LED torch with integrated rechargeable battery, 

300 lumens, 4 lighting functions, chargeable via integrated USB plug 

 

 
Part number 

1600-0247 

EAN 4013674147939 
Color black 
Dimensions 94 × 27 × 27 mm 
Product weight 104 g 
Scope of delivery T350FR torch, wrist strap, operating instructions 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Description: 
 
 
 
 

Rechargeable professional torch with optical focussing 

The high-performance Future T350FR torch has been designed specially for 

demanding users and is the first choice for everyone who wants a handy and yet bright 

torch. The energy-saving and highly efficient CREE® LED provides enormous brightness 

and lighting range. The stepped gripping surface, the wrist strap provided and the large 

rubberised on/off switch enable user-friendly handling. 

Four functions 

It shouldn't always be super-bright: For many situations a lower lighting power is adequate, 

e.g. to read a map or to search for something in your luggage. What happens in the dark 

can never be anticipated. In many professional applications, suitable lighting is 

fundamentally vital. For this reason, the Future T350FR provides not just one but four 

lighting functions for tactical use. Selecting these is quick and simple as the practical button 

can be used to select full 100% lighting power or 20% brightness in order to significantly 

increase the battery life. Pressing the button for a longer period dims the light seamlessly 

from 0-100%. Double-clicking the button activates the strobe function for passive self-

defence. 

Quick Zoom focussing 

Sometimes it is necessary to use the torch at close quarters and sometimes to illuminate 

objects at great distances. The 300 lumens of the Future T350FR can be easily focussed on 

a targeted point. Simply slide the lamp head to quickly and easily adjust the ultra-

homogeneous light beam from point-focus to wide-angle. Thanks to the precision-

manufactured lens, the light field is always free of stripes or light displacements. With the 

ANSMANN Quick-Zoom focussing system you can work in any zoom setting with an ultra-

homogeneous light beam and without irritations in the dark. 



In 100% mode, the spotlight illuminates for up to 2 hours at 300 lumens. In 20% energy-

saving mode, the battery life extends to up to 5.5 hours at 60 lumens. 

Significantly higher lighting power 

An extremely bright 5 Watt Power-LED serves as the light source. In conjunction with the 

high-efficiency and focusable reflector system, lighting ranges of up to 110 metres can be 

achieved, depending on the light mode selected. 

Charge and go 

High lighting power needs plenty of electrical power. This is provided by the rechargeable 

lithium battery with integrated safety electronics, which supplies the high-performance torch 

with 3.7V and 700mAh of energy. The rechargeable battery pack can be charged directly 

via the integrated USB plug and so the lamp can be charged with a standard USB charging 

socket (e.g. USB charger or PC/Laptop). 

Robust aluminium housing 

The torch should help you - not the other way round! For this reason, we have set the 

highest standards for materials and manufacturing - the quality is always the focal point of 

all ANSMANN products. For tough professional everyday use, the torch must be able 

withstand a few challenges. For this reason it has a non-slip and robust housing made from 

high-strength, hard anodized aircraft-grade aluminium. It is extremely resistant to 

scratching, abrasion and corrosion enabling the torch to be used in the most adverse 

conditions. Thanks to the IP54 protection rating, the Future T350FR is protected from water 

being splashed from any direction. The torch is also ideally suited for use with one hand. 

Instructions for use 

This lamp is intended for mobile use, the included LED lamp is not suitable for household 

room lighting. 

 

Technical Details: 

Input Voltage:      No 


